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**Fintech companies step up financial support to SMEs**
Oct 15, 2021 · Chinese fintech companies are ramping up efforts to provide financial support for innovative small and medium-sized enterprises in a move to fuel the country’s push in achieving innovation-driven financial systems.

**Digital Finance and FinTech: current research and future**
Feb 25, 2017 · The term “FinTech” (sometimes: Fintech, Fin-tech, or FinTech) is a neologism which originates from the words “financial” and “technology” and describes in general the connection of modern and, mainly, Internet-related technologies (e.g., cloud computing, mobile Internet) with established business activities of the financial services.
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**Fintech market in India, 2021 report - researchandmarkets.com**
Let’s admit it: Fintech is a colossal disappointment with consumers surfing a wave of friendly apps, falling fees, and financial inclusion. Instead, we got … Zelle. While technology
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**Fintech is a colossal disappointment. defi fixes it.**
A team of US officials is looking into ways to bring cryptocurrencies and crypto-related services under traditional banks’ oversight.

**us regulators seek roadmap for banks to incorporate cryptocurrencies**
The $13 bn fintech that wants to disrupt currency transfers is cutting foreign-exchange fees to win more users. Yet meeting investors’ revenue expectations while slashing prices looks tricky. CEO

**wise’s profit-purpose balancing act may get harder**
Flutterwave is looking to extend Stellar-based capabilities to more African countries as well as support more currencies.

**stellar network to facilitate new remittance corridors between europe and africa**
As the first unified suite that embeds fintech into cloud ERP, SuiteBanking helps customers automate key financial processes and gain full visibility into cash flow. By bringing together automated financial systems.

**netsuite announces suitebanking, the first cloud erp to integrate fintech into a unified suite**
N26 Bank GmbH, a Berlin-based digital bank that is now as valuable as the country’s second-largest lender, said Germany’s financial regulator had temporarily capped the number of new customers.

**german fintech n26, newly valued at $9 billion, again draws regulator’s eye**
Proponents suggest that cryptocurrencies are primed to lay the foundation for a more adaptable financial services ecosystem. With the advancement of blockchain technology, fintech innovation
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**fp virtual dialogue: crypto’s impact on global finance**
Co-founder and CEO, M2P Fintech. Alex Cook, Partner, Tiger Global Management, said that the Indian fintech ecosystem is undergoing an exciting shift to digital across banking.

**m2p fintech gets $35 million in series c funding**
Barclays Bank and US funding platform Anthems are bringing a US initiative that invests in women in financial technology (fintech) to the UK and Europe. The Female Innovators Lab, which was set

**women in fintech welcome barclays initiative and demand more from the sector**
Enables Banks and Fintech Companies to Transform Credit Policies

**alloy launches credit underwriting to expand identity decisioning platform**
These 250 fintech startups are attacking an incredibly diverse array of financial services opportunities across 19 sectors, including digital banking, insurance, payroll, retail investing

**autobooks named to the 2021 cb insights fintech 250 list of top fintech startups**
Before joining MX, Bose managed the Open Banking function at Citi, as part of its FinTech and Consumer Digital business. He led the development, integrations, and operations of financial data APIs

**mx names shawn lindquist chief legal officer**
Zopa has become the newest UK fintech unicorn and will use its latest penetration reflects high customer demand for adaptable financial services within a usable platform that can be customised

**zopa becomes unicorn with latest funds to go to bank operation**
The cash injection via SoftBank Group’s Vision Fund 2 is the latest in a string of investments into British financial technology firms by the Japanese conglomerate. It also holds stakes in OakNorth,

**british fintech zopa hits $1 billion valuation with softbank investment**
Fintech firm Biz2Credit plans to invest USD in custom digital platform solutions for leading banks and other financial institutions, investors and service providers in the US, India, Australia

**biz2credit plans to invest $100 million in india over next 5 years**
This is all supported by 11 global financial licenses and a robust suite of regulatory and compliance technologies. Nium was named to the CB Insights Fintech 250 (2020, 2021), which highlights the

**alloy launches credit underwriting to expand identity decisioning platform**
Enables Banks and Fintech Companies to Transform Credit Policies

**m2p fintech gets $35 million in series c funding**
Barclays Bank and US funding platform Anthems are bringing a US initiative that invests in women in financial technology (fintech) to the UK and Europe. The Female Innovators Lab, which was set
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**net2phone launches first global platform for crypto-as-a-service and extends its banking-as-a-service solution to the u.s.**
The fund will invest in startups engaged in three major sectors – fintech For example, Flash Express will expand its reach to Laos and Cambodia through Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group
krungsri finnovate's finnoventure fund 1 set to ride the surging tide of asean startups
NEW YORK, Oct. 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Keefe, Bruyette & Woods (KBW), a leading specialist investment bank to the financial services and fintech sectors, and a wholly owned subsidiary of Stifel

kbw augments fintech investment banking franchise with key new hires
By linking to their official school email address, TomoCredit can easily and accurately verify an individual's status and financial history, making the approval process for a card seamless

Bytom credit announces first-of-its-kind offering to verify cardholders through school email address instead of social security number

Paypal led fintech startup Affirm has raised $100 Mn from investment bank Morgan Stanley. The raised funds will help the company to expand its consumer lending business. A company statement said

Paypal led fintech startup affim raises $100 mn from morgan stanley

fintech is the future of the financial sector, just as sustainable energy is the future of power. Over the last few months, funds have been gradually growing within the UAE and the MENA region in family offices are hunting for opportunities again, here is what they are looking at

China's central bank governor vows more fintech crackdown

Financial services firms: embrace automation to reduce cyber risk

The modern financial services industry is in the midst of a wave of technological innovation—from retail banks providing 24/7 service through smartphone apps, to fintech startups revolutionizing

OSSF features an agenda covering recent developments and the direction of open source in financial services across a wide range of topics and domains. The event promotes deeper collaboration

The Linux Foundation and fintech open source foundation announce keynote speakers for open source strategy forum new york 2021

"Without it, we will not be able to innovate in key growth areas like fintech or green finance, nor build out our international trading networks," said Miles Celic, CEO of TheCityUK. The report said

Britain's financial sector calls for six-month staff visa

Colombian fintech Movii raised $15 million in a Series B funding round in a Colombian government-sponsored pilot program that allows financial institutions to provide deposit and withdrawal

Colombian fintech movii raises $15m in series b round

MX, the financial data platform and leader in modern connectivity, named Shawn Lindquist as chief legal officer to help drive the company's continued growth, category expansion, and market leadership.

MX names shawn lindquist chief legal officer

Ant-backed Ascend Money becomes Thailand's first fintech unicorn
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